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Hey, You got chocolate in my peanut butter!

Don’t you love when two great things come together to make one super great thing? Like, chocolate and peanut butter or pizza and a deep fryer. Well add more one to that list: sexy voices and library research. Check out the library's streaming videos made by some of the silkiest voiced librarians this side of the Mississippi. These videos walk you through the basics of library research and are accessible from any computer with an Internet connection. The edutainment may be found under Services & Instruction on the Libraries’ web page.

Read any good books lately?

Check out the BROWSING COLLECTION in the Infusion area for these exciting NEW titles:

FLORIDA reading choices include **Hurricane Punch** by Tim Dorsey, **Hunter's Moon** by Randy Wayne White and **Bermuda Schwartz** by Bob Morris.

The queen of the FOOD NETWORK book, **Paula Deen: It Ain't All About the Cookin'** by Paula Deen serves up some life lessons.

New SPORTS titles are available: **On the Shoulders of Giants** by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, **Dropping the Ball** by Dave Winfield, **Big Papi** by David Ortiz, and **Pistol: The Life of Pete Maravich** by Mark Kriegel.

Shake up your psyche with tales of HORRORS and unpleasantries, such as **Hannibal Rising** by Thomas Harris, **Brother Odd** by Dean R. Koontz, **I Heard That Song Before** by Mary Higgins Clark, **Absolute Fear** by Lisa Jackson, and **Next** by Michael Crichton.

Read about CELEBRITIES in **Way We Were: Remembering Diana** by Paul Burrell, **Jokes My Father Never Told Me** by Rain Pryor, **Too Soon to Say Goodbye** by Art Buchwald, and **Let's Face It** by Kirk Douglas.

POLITICS as usual, or some new ideas, can be found in **No Retreat, No Surrender** by Tom DeLay, **Vice: Dick Cheney and the Hijacking of the American Presidency** by Lou Dubose, **Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid** by Jimmy Carter, and **Dreams From My Father** by Barack Obama.

The library will be CLOSED Wednesday, July 4th in honor of Independence Day!